Prayer Fasting Biblical Reasons for Power to Change

For LIFE shows how you can BE and DO more than you ever thought possible, and it has answers for serious problems. You will learn: • How you can know God personally as ‘Father’ • How Jesus paved the way by paying for your sins • How the Holy Spirit will empower and lead you through the maze of life that is complicated by the evil one • How to forgive yourself, and others. How to overcome temptation. • In 108, you can be a Victor! And, you will get a glimpse of GLORY! • Whether you are novice or a scholar, this book will provide personal inspiration and a great source for sermon and Bible study lessons. (For publishing options, contact Llewellyn 6400. I kept you back by my neck. • For those in the midst of uncertain times, this book is a window to the Lord of all, beyond the darkest of times. • In your hands, the most important and complete book on prayer that I have ever read anywhere, at anytime, by any author, even while working on my doctorate—Rev. Gene Horton, Th.D.

Frances has been a Ladies Bible Teacher at the First Baptist Church in Rio Hondo, Texas, for forty-one years. Also, she has conducted many seminars and taught prayer principles on more than fifty TVM “Pray with the Lord” programs from the KJL Channel #74 in Dallas. Frances and her devoted husband, Bob, have been married for fifty-seven years and live in Harlingen, Texas.

Fasting Outside the Box—John K. Bankas 2012-09-12 If there is ever a chance to understand fasting once and for all and incorporate it into your spiritual life, Fasting Outside the Box will expand your expectations and revolutionize your walk with God. “The differentiation of fasting “inside” or “outside” has to be thought-provoking so it reveals the contrast between man’s motives and the condition of the heart. Fasting was commonplace with the early leaders of the Church and it is still one of the most impactful disciplines that drove us into a deeper intimacy with God. Pastor Bankas maintains that fasting not only ignites the fire of our devotion and commitment to God but also strengthens and strengthens our prayer life. With great insight, he shows you how to...”

leaves footprints wherever he goes. I see Fasting Outside the Box as a written expression and extension of this pastor’s love for everyone he meets. Here is a book that will definitely more elegant footprints on your heart.” — Draus E. Johnson, Superintendent of Hebrew Christian Schools, Centro Valley, California. “Fasting Outside the Box is born out of a consistent life of prayer and fasting led by Pastor John. He is not theorizing about fasting or writing about a vicarious experience he has had with it. This book describes a firsthand experience.” — Ade A. Sande, Special Education Teacher, Technical Assistant, Kogi State, Nigeria. “Fasting Outside the Box takes the fear and mystery out of fasting and gives a clear, step-by-step understanding of how fasting can benefit you, especially in developing an intimate and God.” — Joy J. Zandona, final-year MAT student at Fuller Theological Seminary, California.
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